A potential scaling version of simulated tempering is presented to efficiently sample configuration space in a localized region. The present "simulated scaling" method is developed with a Wang-Landau type of updating scheme in order to quickly flatten the distributions in the scaling parameter m space. This proposal is meaningful for a broad range of biophysical problems, in which localized sampling is required. Besides its superior capability and robustness in localized conformational sampling, this simulated scaling method can also naturally lead to efficient "alchemical" free energy predictions when dual-topology alchemical hybrid potential is applied; thereby simultaneously, both of the chemically and conformationally distinct portions of two end point chemical states can be efficiently sampled. As demonstrated in this work, the present method is also feasible for the quantum mechanical and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Conformational sampling has been playing an essential role in computational sciences, especially recently in computational biophysics. Due to the existence of quasiergodicity problems in the simulations of complex systems, especially the ones with a large number of degrees of freedom, canonical sampling has to be enhanced with some special treatments in order to acquire ensemble information on the longer time scale events. In the past years, many ingenious ideas have been proposed to speed up sampling for molecular simulations; 1 they are developed by the motivations from various angles, 1 including varying time steps, scaling temperatures, reengineering free energy surfaces, biasing forces or momenta, etc. Among these methods, two of the most well-known temperature-scaling methods, simulated tempering 2 ͑ST͒ and its derivative, parallel tempering 3 ͑PT͒ ͑or called replica exchange method͒, have been paid a great deal of attention, mostly due to their flourishing usage in the simulation of protein/peptide conformations. [1] [2] [3] Since its birth in the framework of Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations, 4 ST method has undergone several generations of improvements in various aspects, which include transition probability revisions and recursion optimizations. Although one of its derivatives, replica exchange method, has been popular in molecular dynamics simulations, 3 ST is still mostly applied in the context of Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations, except for the pioneering demonstration of its feasibility in molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulations by Kim et al. 5 The difficulty of introducing ST in MD simulation lies in the fact that temperature is the parameter reflecting average kinetic energies, and a careful readjustment of atomic velocities has to be done during a random walk in the temperature space. Another aspect on ST which should be noted is that temperature is a global parameter, and the convergence for a random walk in the temperature space highly depends on the number of degrees of freedom of the whole simulated system; in a large system, the convergence of ST may take a very long simulation time. However, in a lot of biophysical problems, such as structural refinements for amino acid repacking 6 and free energy calculations 7 on the events of mutation, ligand binding, local conformational change, and enzymatic reactions, different from those involving global conformational transitions such as protein folding, 8 only local conformational sampling is required.
Motivated by these two considerations, we develop an algorithm, named by us as "simulated scaling" ͑SS͒, by replacing the temperature scaling with the Boltzmann factor of exp͑−U / RT m ͒ in ST method by the potential scaling with the Boltzmann factor of exp͑−͑ m U s + U e ͒ / RT o ͒, where the original energy potential is decomposed to U s and U e , and the scaled energy potential U s represents the energy terms a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: yang@sb.fsu.edu determining the local conformations of an interested region. In the present SS method, a weight function a͑ m ͒ is required to flatten the probability distribution of m with a biased weight exp͓͑͑ m U s + U e ͒ / RT o ͔ + a͑ m ͒͒ in order for a random walk in the m space to be possible. In this framework, the convergence of the random walk in the scaling parameter m space depends on the number of degrees of freedom in the scaled portion, and it should be more efficient compared with a random walk in global temperature space. From this aspect, compared with ST algorithm, the present SS method has the same advantage as Hamiltonian replica exchange method 9 over temperature replica exchange method. 3 In the SS molecular dynamics simulations, the possible dynamic instability problem caused by the temperature transition 5 in the original ST method naturally disappears because in the potential scaling expended ensembles, only a single temperature needs to be applied, and thereby there is no need to readjust atomic velocities after the acceptance of a new m value. Compared with a pioneering work on localized enhanced sampling method, 10 the present work is unique because of its promise of a rigorous thermodynamic detailed balance.
Like in the original ST algorithm, the determination of the simulated scaling weight function a͑ m ͒ can be nontrivial and very tedious for complex systems, which were traditionally done by iterations of short trial simulations. 2 In the present work, we develop this SS algorithm using the same updating scheme as that in the Wang-Landau multicanonical algorithm; 4, 11 this scheme allows a͑ m ͒ to be efficiently updated on the fly, the details of which will be discussed in the latter part of this paper.
Besides its superior efficiency for localized conformational sampling, the present SS algorithm can also naturally lead to efficient "alchemical" free energy predictions, which only require replacing the original scaled potential U = m U s + U e with the alchemical hybrid potential
where U s A ͑x͒ and U s B ͑xЈ͒ represent the unique portions of the energy terms for the two end point chemical species A and B. As mentioned above and detailed in Sec. II, the SS algorithm can efficiently update a weight function a͑ m ͒ to flatten the probability distribution of m on the fly. Therefore when the probability distribution is flattened, the free energy difference between two chemical species A and B can be calculated simply by applying the following formula:
in which a͑ =1͒ and a͑ =0͒ represent the converged weight function values for = 1 and = 0, respectively. If these two scaled energy portions have independent coordinates as shown in Eq. ͑1͒, which is usually referred to as the dualtopology setup in free energy simulations, 12 the random walk in the m space can help the sampling of the unique portions of two end point chemical states to be simultaneously and robustly enhanced. It is obvious that the present "dualtopology alchemical" SS ͑DTA-SS͒, which is named for the free energy simulation version of the SS method, allows us to efficiently and accurately predict free energy values, even when two end point chemical potentials are rugged; the rugged energy surface is usually featured by multiple energy minima separated by nontrivial energy barriers. In this case, the scaling parameter m is not only utilized to facilitate canonical samplings but also to label the alchemical states for free energy calculations.
Intrinsically, the present DTA-SS algorithm is used to obtain the free energy difference through a probability ratio strategy, which is in a different category from work-related formalism such as generally applied thermodynamic integration 13 or free energy perturbation methods. 14 In the category of probability ratio approach, various expended ensemble methods have been developed to treat the scaling parameter m as a dynamic species to be coupled with the rest of molecular motions; these methods are typified by extended Lagrangian 15 and Monte Carlo ͑or hybrid Monte Carlo͒ treatments. 16 In these simulated expended ensembles, the probability ratio 0→1 between two states for m = 1 and m = 0 can be employed to obtain the free energy difference ⌬A A→B =−RT ln 0→1 . However, when the absolute value of the target free energy difference is large, computation convergence is expected to be extremely slow because higher free energy state has extremely small occurrence probability. Various strategies have been installed to remedy this problem. For instance, in the pioneering work of "-dynamics" method, 15 a precalculated biasing potential corresponding to the relative free energy in a reference environment ͑for instance, in aqueous solution͒ is linearly scaled by ͑1− m ͒ / RT and then assigned to the weight function a͑ m ͒. This remedy has inherent drawbacks because ͑a͒ obtaining an appropriate biasing potential can be time consuming and ͑b͒ a possibly large difference between free energy values in the target and reference environments cannot robustly guarantee an efficient m random walk. In the present method, due to the use of a Wang-Landau type of recursion scheme for the a͑ m ͒ update, a fast free energy convergence can be obtained, together with simultaneous sampling enhancement as mentioned above. As will be illustrated later, this updating scheme allows an easy achievement of fast m histogram flattening, even for the systems with very large free energy values.
In short, we will introduce this simulated scaling algorithm, which can efficiently sample rugged energy surfaces, especially in a local portion of complex systems, and also allow simultaneous alchemical free energy predictions in the framework of dual-topology alchemical settings. As also illustrated in this paper, because of the flexibility of formulating various scaling potentials, the present approach can be easily applied with the quantum mechanical ͑QM͒ and quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical ͑QM/MM͒ treatments 17 through the combination with a "chaperoned simulation" strategy.
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II. THEORETICAL DESIGNS
A. SS method for localized enhanced sampling
For a system with the potential U o = U s + U e , where U s represents the energy terms determining local conformations in the region of interest and U e represents the rest of the environmental energy terms. Usually, because of the existence of large energy barriers, converged traveling among various energy minima via regular canonical sampling is time consuming, sometimes even impossible within currently computer-reachable simulation time scales. To overcome this problem, we can build an expended ensemble with the scaled potential U = m U s + U e , where the dimensionality of the system is extended to 3N +1 ͑N is the number of real particles͒ with an additional one-dimension dynamic species m . Canonical traveling in the m space can be realized either by a dynamic method based on extended Lagrangian formalism, such as -dynamics, 15 or hybrid Monte Carlo method, 19 which is also adopted in the present work. As far as hybrid Monte Carlo method is concerned, based on the constructed scaled potential, an acceptance probability for a move from o to 1 can be set as
͑3͒
in which energy derivative ‫ץ‬U / ‫ץ‬ is equal to E s and scaling parameter change ⌬ is equal to ͑ 1 − o ͒. In this way, the moves in the m space will allow possibly efficient barrier crossing, detoured through the path with m decrease from 1 ͑effectively lowering the energy barriers͒, barrier crossing ͑with lower energy barriers͒, and m increase ͑returning to 1͒. However, the probability distribution ͑ m ͒ in the m space is determined by the m dependent free energy profile ͑potential of mean force͒, the roughness of which very possibly hinders an efficient m move. In order to make a m random walk possible, as discussed in the previous section, a weight function a͑ m ͒ can be introduced to flatten the m distribution by the application of a biased acceptance probability
͑4͒
in which exp͓a͑ m ͔͒ is defined as the biasing probability function f͑ m ͒. Thereby, the weight function a͑ m ͒ can be recursively updated with the modification of f͑ m ͒. Specifically, in order to efficiently flatten the m histogram, the updating scheme in the Wang-Landau multicanonical algorithm 11 is adopted here. When each time a m state is visited after a Monte Carlo acceptance judgment, we update the corresponding biasing probability function f͑ m ͒ using a modification factor f Ͼ 1, i.e., f͑ m ͒ → f͑ m ͒ / f. The initial modification factor f o can be set as a large value in order for the system to quickly visit all the m states, defined in a certain range ͓ min , max ͔. This large modification factor f o is kept until m random walk results in a "flat" accumulated histogram H͑ m ͒. It is noted that the "flatness" judgment is based on the criteria of whether all the accumulated histograms H͑ m ͒ are not less than a large percentage ͑80% is often used in the Wang-Landau multicanonical algorithm͒ of the average histogram ͗H͑ m ͒͘. Then before the next round of m random walk, this modification factor f is reduced to a finer one, updated by a monotonically decreasing function ͑here f i+1 = ͱ f i is used͒, and H͑ m ͒ is reset to zero. Following this procedure, a number of cycles will be run continuously until the modification factor is extremely small. In the present development, we take a variation by switching this modification factor f to be 1 when it is smaller than a preset cutoff value in order to obtain meaningful non-historydependent ensemble. 20 As we will illustrate, the present simulated scaling algorithm shows superior updating efficiency in obtaining converged weight function a͑ m ͒.
Obviously, different from the original Wang-Landau multicanonical ensemble algorithm, the present SS method flattens the m histograms rather than the energy histograms. Compared with the Wang-Landau method, besides its capability of efficient localized sampling, the present algorithm also has the advantage of being robustly portable for various types of simulations, regardless of MD simulation, MC simulation, continuous energy space simulation, or discrete energy space simulations.
B. DTA-SS for simultaneous free energy calculations
As mentioned in Sec. I, the scaled energy potential design can be very flexible. For instance, the scaled energy function can be rewritten in the alchemical energy potential form, which is usually utilized in free energy simulations, as shown in Eq. ͑1͒. In this case, the original SS algorithm can still be applied, except that here, the energy derivative ‫ץ‬U / ‫ץ‬ is equal to U s B ͑xЈ͒ − U s A ͑x͒. Consequently, when the m histogram is flattened, the free energy difference between any two m states can be naturally obtained according to the following formula:
where a͑ m ͒ and f͑ m ͒ respectively represents the weight function and biasing probability function values. Technically, it is very difficult to reach the absolute flatness for the m histogram in order to apply Eq. ͑5͒, because with the m histogram flattened, the modification factor f becomes smaller and its capability to flatten the m histogram is correspondingly reduced. As suggested in the introduction of the SS algorithm, a revised procedure can be used by turning the modification factor f to 1, after it is smaller than a preset cutoff value. When the modification factor f is 1, the biasing probability function f͑ m ͒ will be constant thereafter and all the ensemble property calculations based on the cumulated histogram H͑ m ͒ are statistically meaningful. 20 Therefore, theoretically exact alchemical free energy value can be estimated using the following equation:
where f͑ m ͒ is the biasing probability function value for m when the modification factor f is turned to 1 and H͑ m ͒ is the corresponding accumulated histogram value, counted after the modification factor f is turned to 1. It should be noted that the present approach is also applicable with single-topology setup, 12 in which U s A and U s B share the same set of coordinates. However, single-topology alchemical SS ͑STA-SS͒ approach cannot robustly improve canonical sampling for the chemically and conformationally distinct regions in the two end point chemical states. This is due to the fact that when m travels from 0 to 1, the energy barriers in U s A will be replaced by the energy barriers in U s B , which may still block an efficient conformational sampling. Differently, in the dual-topology setup, U s A and U s B have independent coordinate systems. Therefore, when m travels from 0 to 1, the energy potential responsible for the coordinates in U s A will be entirely scaled and flat; it is also true for U s B when m travels from 1 to 0. It is obvious that DTA-SS can robustly guarantee sampling enhancement through a tunneling mechanism as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Certainly, when sampling is not perceived as an issue in some problems, STA-SS method can be applied, because another advantage of this method, free energy convergence efficiency, which is brought in by the unique updating scheme, can still be taken. The influence of dual-topology and single-topology setups on sampling efficiency in potential scaling type of sampling methodologies was elaborated in one of our previous works.
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C. SS method coupled with the chaperoned simulation strategy for the QM and QM/MM simulations
Practically, the setup of U e energy terms can also be important for the SS simulations. Commonly, bond and angle energy terms related to the coordinates involved in the scaled potential U s should be included in the environmental energy term U e ; this is feasible because at the end points, the coordinates governed by these local energy terms are decoupled from the rest of the system and their free energy contributions are also constant. 12 Furthermore, these unscaled energy terms can help restrain the involved coordinates to keep the required structural integrity; this is pivotal for the maintenance of a decent acceptance ratio for m Monte Carlo move, especially at the m end points. With the QM or hybrid QM/MM treatments, keeping structural integrity can be more important because quantum mechanical self-consistent-field calculation convergence is very structure sensitive. Different from the classical simulations using molecular mechanical force fields, QM type of energy functions is not decomposable. In order to implement the similar structural restraints at the two end points, a chaperoned simulation strategy 18 can be taken with the energy potential rewritten as
where U s chap is the classical energy term used to keep structural integrity when the corresponding QM description is vanishing. These energy terms were named as "chaperone" energy terms in some of our early work. 18 With the introduction of these chaperone energy terms, all the other details in SS method should be the same as in classical simulations, except that in this case, the energy derivative ‫ץ‬U / ‫ץ‬ is equal to U s QM − U s chap . Correspondingly, for the DTA-SS free energy simulations with the involvement of QM treatments, the alchemical hybrid potential needs to be rewritten as
where U s A,chap and U s B,chap are the classical energy terms used to restrain the end point structures for the states A and B when the corresponding QM descriptions are scaled. In alchemical free energy simulations, the contributions from U s A,chap and U s B,chap terms are independent of the simulation environments ͑for instance, protein types or solution types͒ and so in the calculation of the change of the alchemical free energy difference upon an environment variation, these contributions will be cleanly cancelled. It is noted that in this case, the energy derivative ‫ץ‬U / ‫ץ‬ used in the biased acceptance probability formula ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒ is equal to ͑U s B,QM ͑xЈ͒
͑xЈ͒͒.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
In order to demonstrate the methodological advancement of the present SS method and its various features in dealing with different computational problems ͑localized enhanced sampling, simultaneous alchemical free energy prediction, and these simulations with the QM-related potential treatments͒, a few model systems were set up and are classified in each category. 
A. SS method for localized enhanced sampling
To illustrate the general features of the SS method for localized enhanced sampling, two model systems were designed.
Model system 1 is on a "butanelike" molecule ͑Fig. 1͒; it only has bond, angle, and dihedral terms in its potential. Bond and angle terms of this molecule are treated with the CHARMM "butane" parameters 22 such as U e term. Its dihedral term is set as a double-well potential: 30͑1 + cos͑2x͒͒ kcal/ mol, which has a high energy barrier ͑60 kcal/ mol͒ and so almost exclusively only a m tunneling mechanism ͑Fig. 1͒ can enable jumps between the two energy wells at 300 K. Here, the dihedral potential acts as a U s term, which is scaled by m .
The other model system was set up to understand the conformation distribution of a mutated residue ͑62nd͒ in the protein of staphylococcal nuclease; after mutation, this residue is a modified cysteine, the methanethiosulfonate spin label ͑MTSSL͒, as shown in Fig. 2 . MTSSL is a commonly used conformation probe in electron paramagnetic resonance ͑EPR͒ spectroscopy and elucidation of its conformations in the probed proteins is very important for the interpretation of EPR spectra. 23 The initial structure used in the present study was modified based on the structure with PDB code: 1EY0. 24 In the SS simulation setup, all the dihedral, van der Waals, and electrostatic energy terms related to the side chain of MTSSL residue were set as U s , and the rest of the energy terms were set as U e . A modified CHARMM19 force field 22 including the parameters for the spin label 23 was employed for all the simulation on model study 2. To simplify these simulations, all the atoms outside a sphere with the radius of 16 Å centering on the MTSSL residue were fixed, and distance-dependent dielectric constant was used to count for solvation screening effect. It is noted that these simplified potential treatments may bring in some possible deviations from the target understanding. However, the major purpose of this work is to illustrate the sampling efficiency difference when treated with and without the SS algorithm; the possible mistreatments of these energy potentials should not affect our sampling efficiency comparisons.
B. DTA-SS method for simultaneous free energy calculations
For the purpose of demonstrating two important features of the present DTA-SS method for free energy predictions, two model systems were respectively constructed based on a hybrid butanelike molecule as shown in Fig. 3 . In these hybrid molecules, three atoms are shared by two end point chemical states with their own fourth atoms, which are independently governed by U s A ͑black͒ and U s B ͑red͒ terms. Otherwise, the simulation setups were the same as that of model simulation 1.
In order to illustrate the free energy convergence efficiency on the system with a large expected free energy value, a simulation was designed to have two end point chemicals possess their dihedral potentials 90͑1 + cos͑x͒͒ +90͑1 + cos͑2x͒͒ and ͑1 + cos͑x + 180͒͒, respectively, shown in Fig.  3͑a͒ . For the purpose of demonstrating a simultaneous sampling enhancement accompanying free energy simulation in this method, the fourth model system was set to compute the free energy difference between two end point chemicals with the dihedral potentials of U =12͕1 + cos͓ ± 110°͔͖ +20͕1 + cos͑2͖͒. As shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ , these two potentials FIG. 2. Atomic structure of a modified cysteine, the methanethiosulfonate spin label ͑MTSSL͒, the simulation of which conformation in staphylococcal nuclease protein was the target of model simulation 2.
FIG. 3. Two model systems set up
to demonstrate free energy simulations using dual-topology alchemical simulated scaling methods. ͑a͒ Model system 3 set to compute the free energy different between two butanelike molecules with the dihedral potentials of 90͑1 + cos͑x͒͒ +90͑1+cos͑2x͒͒ and ͑1 + cos͑x + 180͒͒; ͑b͒ model system 4 set to compute the free energy different between two butanelike molecules with the dihedral potentials of U =12͕1 + cos ±110° ͖ +20͕1 + cos͑2͖͒.
are symmetric with two asymmetric energy wells each. Correctly obtaining the free energy difference between these two butane molecules, the theoretical value of which is zero, requires enhanced sampling treatment, 25 because existing energy barriers are not trivial to be crossed by room temperature thermal activations. By regular canonical ensemble treatments, the computed free energy difference will likely be yielded as that between global minimum of one molecule and local minimum of the other.
C. SS method coupled with the chaperoned simulation strategy for the QM and QM/MM simulations
To show the feasibility of the present SS method in the QM-related simulation framework, the free energy simulation between thiol-methane ͑CH 3 SH͒ and methylthiolate ion ͑CH 3 S − ͒ in the aqueous solution was performed. This free energy calculation is essential for the estimation of the pKa value of the thiol-methane molecule, which is a mimic of the side chain of amino acid cysteine. This simulation was set up in such a way that when m is 0, thiol-methane is treated by the QM/MM potential ͑SCCDFTB/CHARMM͒, 26 and when m is 1, methylthiolate is treated by the QM/MM potential together with the thiol-hydrogen in thiol-methane treated by a chaperone potential. All the water molecules are treated classically. This setup is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The chaperone potential on the thiol-hydrogen includes one bond term and one angle term, which are the same as the corresponding ones in the cysteine residue. This setup allows SS simulation to quickly relocate the thiol-hydrogen in CH 3 SH among multiple energy wells, because exclusion of the torsional term in the chaperone potential setup allows the corresponding description by the QM potential to be effectively scaled. The aqueous solution is simulated by a cubic periodic box with the length of 31 Å. The nonbonded interactions including Coulomb and van der Waals interactions were set up with a 12 Å cutoff and a group based switching scheme was customized in the present SCCDFTB/CHARMM QM/MM treatment, because this nonbonding choice allows more reliable free energy simulations. 27 Although predicting pKa value is not the purpose of this work, we still made this setup feasible for such purpose, for instance, the long range electrostatic free energy contribution, which is the missing component in this setup, can be easily estimated using the Born equation. 28 The calculations on all the model systems were carried out in the customized version of the BLOCK module in the CHARMM program 29 In the present work, most of the simulations were run at m = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1 except that in model system 2, the m interval was set as 0.2, and in the last model system, the end point m values were set as 0.04 and 0.96 to avoid the end point problem caused by the nonbonding interactions. In this SS simulation, the end point problem is manifested by the fact that when the thiol-hydrogen atom is annihilated, the histogram of −⌬͑‫ץ‬U / ‫͒ץ‬ is broadly distributed in the large value region, which greatly blocks the Monte Carlo moves in and out of this end point state. Although the real end points were not simulated, as usually done in free energy simulations such as the ones carried out by the thermodynamic integration ͑TI͒ approach, the end point contributions can be estimated based on an extrapolation method. 30 In all the simulations, a time step of 1 fs was used. To control the temperature, we used Langevin dynamics with a friction coefficient of 60 ps −1 acting on all nonhydrogen atoms and random forces corresponding to the target temperature of 300 K. For the SS hybrid Monte Carlo simulations, exchange frequency was set as 1 per 20 time steps except that in model system 2, it was set as 1 per 30 time steps. In terms of the weight function update setup, 80% was set as the cutoff for the flatness judgments.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. SS method for localized enhanced sampling
Model system 1 has a large energy barrier of 60 kcal/ mol ͑Fig. 1͒, which almost prohibits any possible room temperature molecular dynamics sampling from traveling across existing energy peaks. However, in the simulated scaling method, facilitated by a m random walk, such barrier crossing is guaranteed, as shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ , through a tunneling mechanism. Specifically as illustrated in Fig. 1 , this tunneling mechanism is realized by at least three basic steps of moves in the expended coordinate system: a m decrease, physical energy barrier crossing in low m potential, and a m return.
In SS simulations, barrier tunneling rate is dependent on various factors, which include m move efficiency and canonical ensemble energy barrier crossing rate in low m potentials. Here, an efficient m move is made possible by quickly flattening the m histogram through a Wang-Landau type of updating scheme; the result of this recursion approach on model system 1 is shown in Fig. 5͑b͒ . The updating efficiency will be elaborately demonstrated and discussed in the latter examples.
To increase the physical energy barrier crossing rate in the scaled energy potentials, it is essential to have the m boundary value set to be lower and correspondingly have lower energy barriers on this boundary m state. In the SS simulation of model system 1, the lowest m value was set as 0, which corresponds to an effective temperature of infinity. From this aspect, the advantage of SS method can be manifested compared with the temperature scaling approaches, especially on the problems requiring local conformational sampling. In the temperature scaling methods such as ST and PT, all the particles are activated when temperature is increased; this inevitably requires an upper bound for the temperature setup. This upper bound in the temperature scaling methods is the consequence of two essential issues: ͑a͒ in a   FIG. 4 . Model system 5 set up to compute free energy difference between methyl thiolate ion and thiol-methane in aqueous solution using QM/MM potential; thiol-hydrogen is treated with chaperone energy terms at the end point of methyl thiolate.
high temperature, the degeneracy of energy states is increased dramatically with the increase of the number of particles, and when the required diffusion time to search through the large number of degenerate energy states overpasses the barrier crossing rate enhancement caused by improved temperature-scaled Boltzmann distribution, efficiency gain with the increase of boundary temperature levels off. ͑b͒ In a high temperature, molecular dynamics simulation can be very unstable in commonly applied explicit finite time propagation scheme. For instance, even on a simple system like model system 1, molecular dynamics simulation starts to be unstable when the temperature was increased to about 1200 K, which gives an equivalent barrier lowering as a scaling parameter of 0.25 in SS method; and with this temperature, a large effective energy barrier of 15 kcal/ mol still exists in the most activated state. However, these problems do not exist in the present SS method, because it only requires a portion of energy potential to be scaled. It should be noted that another factor, which may be important in affecting the tunneling rate, is m update frequency; it is caused by the complication of possibly slow dynamics diffusion, even in a barrier-free system. This effect not only exists in ST and SS simulations but also exists in replica exchange simulations. 31 In order to obtain the most efficient sampling, several short simulations should be done to decide optimal m update frequency.
Although the aim of model simulation 1 is not to calculate a free energy value, we can still use the rough free energy value change to monitor its progress; here, rough free energy is defined as the free energy difference between two end point states, estimated based on Eq. ͑5͒, which only take the biased probability function values into account. As shown in Fig. 5͑c͒ , at the beginning of this simulation, rough free energy has relatively large fluctuations, indicating a fast update of weight function, designed to quickly locate the appropriate range of function values ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒. With simulation progress, rough free energy fluctuation becomes smaller as a consequence of the modification factor f decrease; after f is smaller than 10 −4 , it becomes 1. Thereafter all the simulation data can be collected for ensemble property and structure analyses. As mentioned in Sec. II, this modification factor switching procedure is different from the one used in the original Wang-Landau algorithm, in which the weight factor f is continuously decreased. Clearly, the present switching mechanism allows us to rigorously obtain non-historydependent statistical information after the weight function is updated close to the target. Specifically, in the simulation on model system 1, after the weight factor f is switched to 1 in about 400 ps, rough free energy, estimated based on Eq. ͑5͒, becomes constant as 1.91 kcal/ mol. After overall 1 ns simulation, 1.71 kcal/ mol is obtained as final free energy value, estimated based on Eq. ͑6͒; this value is exactly the same as the analytically predicted one. This close agreement reveals the fact that the updating scheme, employed in the present SS approach, can efficiently generate appropriate weight functions a͑ m ͒ to flatten the m histogram.
Based on the results on the study of model system 1, it is obvious that due to the nature of localized potential scaling and efficient weight function update, SS method can greatly enhance canonical sampling and specifically even allow frequent traveling across an energy barrier as large as 60 kcal/ mol. In model system 2, we applied this SS simulation technique to perform a realistic biophysical study, in which understanding of the side chain conformation of a spin-label residue MTSSL ͑shown in Fig. 2͒ at the 62nd position of staphylococcal nuclease protein was targeted. In order to generate initial structures for SS conformational sampling, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed on the MTSSL side chain atoms with all the other atomic positions fixed. Among the sampled configurations, two with the lowest energy values were used as the starting structures. For the purpose of comparison, regular MD simulations were performed first. As shown by the results of potential of mean force ͑PMF͒ ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑c͔͒, which were estimated based on the simulated histograms, regular MD simulations with different starting conformations yield two dramatically different PMF after 1 ns simulation; both PMF show that generated conformations were trapped near their starting points. However, with the same lengths of time steps, two SS simulations yield almost exactly the same PMF ͓Figs. 6͑b͒ and 6͑d͔͒ and much larger conformational regions had been explored. It should be noted that for the SS simulations, the histograms utilized for the PMF generation come from the data collected at m = 1 after f was switched to 1. It is obvious that model study 2 not only demonstrates superior sampling efficiency of the present SS method but also shows the feasibility of this approach in dealing with complex biomolecular problems.
B. DTA-SS method for simultaneous free energy calculations
As discussed in Sec. II, in terms of alchemical free energy prediction, the developed SS method employing dualtopology alchemical hybrid potential has two unique features: quick weight function updates to flatten the m histogram, which accordingly ͓Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͔͒ results in FIG. 6 . ͑Color͒ SS simulation results on model system 2. ͑a͒ and ͑b͒ are two-dimensional potentials of mean force obtained from regular molecular dynamics simulations; ͑c͒ and ͑d͒ are two-dimensional potentials of mean force obtained from SS simulations. ͑a͒ and ͑c͒ were started at the same structure; and ͑b͒ and ͑d͒ were initiated at the same structure. efficient free energy convergence, and simultaneous localized sampling enhancement. In order to demonstrate these methodological advancements, we have designed model systems 3 and 4, respectively.
Model study 3 is on the calculation of free energy difference between two butanelike molecules ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒, the design of which is described in Sec. III. In this model system, the theoretically expected free energy value is relatively large: 80.14 kcal/ mol. As shown by rough free energy timedependent evolution ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒, its value quickly ͑in 15 ps͒ reaches the free energy region with the value of about 80 kcal/ mol, although rough free energy fluctuation is still not trivial due to the usage of a large initial f, which was set as natural number e. As shown in Fig. 7͑b͒ , rough free energy result reaches 80.1 kcal/ mol ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒ in 150 ps, with much smaller fluctuations corresponding to a decreased f value ͑0.03͒. From this result, it is clear that the present DTA-SS approach can have efficient free energy convergence, especially with the note that if regular expended ensemble simulation is employed on this model system, the chance for the end point with a higher free energy to be sampled is 10 −59 fold of that at the other end point. The simulation setup on model system 3 is intended to be different from model study 1; here, the cutoff for f switching is set as 10 −5 rather than 10 −4 . As observed in this model simulation, when the f value is finally switched, rough free energy value has stayed around the value of 79.88 kcal/ mol with very small fluctuation for long simulation time; this indicates that appropriate weight function close to the target has been obtained long before we started to collect meaningful ensemble information with f as 1 and apparently longer simulation time can be utilized for ensemble simulation if f switching cutoff is set lower. Consequently, in overall 1 ns simulation, exact free energy difference is estimated as 79.82 kcal/ mol ͓Eq. ͑6͔͒, which is even further away from the correct value compared with rough free energy result, and theoretically, longer time data collection after f switch can tune this result back to the correct value. This observation reveals the importance of choosing an appropriate cutoff value for f switching. Because rough energy fluctuation depends on the modification factor f, if the switch cutoff is large, the rough free energy value can be far from the correct one when f is changed to 1; it requires long following simulation time for the accumulation of enough histogram H͑ m ͒ to tune the result towards the correct one. If the cutoff value is small like in this model study, large amount of simulation time can be wasted, with rough free energy varying little around the expected one before the occurrence of the final f switch. Certainly, a more rigorous criterion is required for the selection of the cutoff f for the final switch, on which our group is actively investigating.
Model study 4 is on the calculation of the free energy difference between two butanelike molecules with two asymmetric energy wells ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. Because all the existing energy barriers are quite high for regular canonical molecule dynamics to cross, if we start regular free energy simulations on the same positions for two chemical species, which are usually done when chemical potentials are not known beforehand, 22 .47 kcal/ mol is obtained; this value is very far from the theoretical value of 0 kcal/ mol. As a matter of fact, the wrong value of 22.47 kcal/ mol corresponds to the free energy difference between global minimum of one molecule   FIG. 8 . DTA-SS simulation result on model system 4, demonstrating a fast free energy convergence by time evolution of rough free energy, estimated based on Eq. ͑5͒. and local minimum of the other. As shown in Fig. 8 , because it can simultaneously enhance sampling, DTA-SS simulation allows rough free energy value to reach the region of 0 kcal/ mol in 2.5 ps and evolve to be 0.2 kcal/ mol with small fluctuation in about 16 ps. Finally, after totally 1 ns simulation, based on Eq. ͑6͒, exact free energy is estimated to be 0.09 kcal/ mol. This model study clearly demonstrates the capability of the DTA-SS algorithm in fast free energy prediction with simultaneous sampling enhancement and the importance of such treatment for free energy calculations, especially in rugged energy surfaces. It should be noted that free energy prediction during the course of enhanced sampling treatments does not require extra computing time allocation, because m synergistically plays two roles in the present method: a potential scaling parameter for the sampling enhancement, and a simultaneous state label for free energy estimation, as illustrated by Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒.
C. SS method coupled with the chaperoned simulation strategy for the QM and QM/MM simulations
In order for the potential scaling type of enhanced sampling treatment such as the present SS method to be implemented in the QM-related simulations, a chaperone approach is introduced here as described in Sec. II. As shown in model study 5 on free energy calculation between thiol-methane and methyl thiolate in the aqueous solution, DTA-SS simulation can be stable for a long time until the end of the simulation ͑10 ns͒, which proves the chaperone role of the chaperone energy terms to maintain decent SCCDFTB selfconsistent-field convergences, especially at the end points. As shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ , time evolution of rough free energy value shows that fast free energy convergence can be yielded with the final free energy region reached in 10 ps, even though expected free energy value is larger than 100 kcal/ mol; and in this simulation, small rough free energy fluctuation was obtained in about 80 ps. As shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ , even in a complex system with about 1000 water molecules with the description by the QM/MM potential, DTA-SS simulation behaviors are similar to those in simple model systems, especially with fast modification factor update, illustrated in Fig. 9͑a͒ , which naturally leads to efficient free energy convergence. In terms of sampling efficiency, free torsional rotation of the chaperoned thiol-hydrogen at the state of methyl thiolate can facilitate the sampling of various hydrogen bonding network formation between thiolmethane and water solution at the other alchemical end, through the tunneling sampling mechanism in the SS algorithm ͑Fig. 1͒. This sampling enhancement can be manifested FIG. 9 . DTA-SS simulation result on model system 5. ͑a͒ Time evolution of rough free energy, estimated based on Eq. ͑5͒; ͑b͒ time evolution of ln͑f͒ during the simulation; ͑c͒ change of a dihedral angle involving the thiol-hydrogen atom at the end point of thiol-methane during the simulation; and ͑d͒ m -dependent free energies, calculated based on Eq. ͑6͒.
by fast dihedral angle ͑thiol hydrogen-sulfur-carbon-methyl hydrogen͒ change at the end point corresponding to thiolmethane as shown in Fig. 9͑c͒ . After overall 1 ns simulation, m -dependent free energies can be obtained, as shown in Fig.  9͑d͒ . Because the end point m values were set as 0.04 and 0.96 to avoid low Monte Carlo acceptance ratio at m = 0 and m = 1 in the condensed phase simulations, an end point extrapolation scheme was utilized to obtain the final free energy difference between the states of m = 0 and m = 1; this leads to a free energy value of 131.23 kcal/ mol. Together with the long range electrostatic correction by applying the Born model on a water sphere with the radius of 12 Å, 137.61 kcal/ mol can be determined as the final free energy difference between thiol-methane and methyl thiolate in the aqueous solution. Clearly, all the methodological advantages in the present SS method can be taken with the treatments of the QM-related potentials by combination with the chaperoned simulation strategy. This model study also demonstrates the flexibility for the potential designs in the SS simulations, which may motivate more versatile applications for different specific purposes.
If we revisit all the plots on time-dependent rough free energy evolutions, such as Figs. 5͑c͒, 7͑a͒, 8, and 9͑a͒, it should be noted that besides quick quantitative free energy convergence, qualitatively reliable free energy values could be obtained in much shorter time during the DTA-SS calculations; it indicates that the present DTA-SS free energy simulation method can also be a very good tool for use in fast screening applications, for instance, in the designs of drugs and proteins.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the present paper, a simulated scaling method is introduced to enhance canonical sampling, especially in the localized configuration regions. The present method is based on the construction of an expended ensemble by coupling the move of the potential scaling parameter m and the motions of the rest of the physical system. In order for m to quickly take a random walk for the purpose of efficient sampling, a Wang-Landau type of updating scheme was utilized in the present simulated scaling ͑SS͒ algorithm. Due to the inherent nature of being able to enhance localized sampling in a region of interest and efficiently update weight functions, as demonstrated in our model studies, this SS algorithm shows superior sampling efficiency. Furthermore, by replacing the regular scaled potential with a dual-topology alchemical potential ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒, m starts to play another role as the state indicator. So together with enhanced sampling, a quick "alchemical" free energy calculation can be simultaneously achieved. Due to the flexibility of the scaling potential design, this SS method can also be applied for QM-related systems by combination with a "chaperoned" simulation approach. In short, as clearly demonstrated, the proposed SS algorithm is a superior method for various simulation purposes: localized enhanced sampling, simultaneous and efficient alchemical free energy prediction, and these simulations with the treatment of QM potentials. We believe that this general approach may play an important role in understanding complex physical systems, especially in biophysical systems.
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